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Review of Lecture 8 – Reinforcement Learning – Short Introduction

Lecture 9 – Performance & Tuning of Machine Learning

[1] Keras Reinforcement Learning

[2] OpenAI Gym Toolkit

(defines
behaviour

of the learning
agent at a 

given time)
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Outline of the School
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Outline

 Performance & Tuning of Machine Learning
 Overfitting & Validation Revisited & N-Fold Validation Approach
 Traditional Gridsearch in 10x Cross-Validation Example
 Application Examples of Remote Sensing in Context
 Understanding Regularization Parameter Tunings & Data Contamination
 Other Tunings with Evolutionary Algorithms & Particle Swarm Optimization

 (Semi-)Automated Machine Learning & Architecture Tuning
 Key challenges & Motivations of Model Tunings Revisited
 Neural Architecture Search (NAS) Approach
 Reinforcement Learning Approach for NAS
 Examples of Instance-Aware NAS
 Environment & Trainings at the Juelich Supercomputing Centre
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Performance & Tuning of Machine Learning
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Problem of Overfitting – Clarifying Terms – Revisited 

 Overfitting & Errors
 goes down
 goes up

 ‘Bad generalization area‘ ends
 Good to reduce 

 ‘Overfitting area‘ starts
 Reducing                does not help
 Reason ‘fitting the noise‘

Error

Training time

(‘generalization error‘)

(‘training error‘)

 overfitting occursbad generalization

 A good model must have low training error (Ein) and low generalization error (Eout)
 Model overfitting is if a model fits the data too well (Ein) with a poorer generalization error (Eout)

than another model with a higher training error (Ein)
 The two general approaches to prevent overfitting are (1) validation and (2) regularization
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Validation & Model Selection – Terminology – Revisited  

 ‘Training error‘ 
 Calculated when learning from data (i.e. dedicated training set)

 ‘Test error’
 Average error resulting from using the model with ‘new/unseen data‘
 ‘new/unseen data‘ was not used in training (i.e. dedicated test set)
 In many practical situations, a dedicated test set is not really available

 ‘Validation Set‘
 Split data into training & validation set

 ‘Variance‘ & ‘Variability‘
 Result in different random splits (right) (1 split) (n splits)

(split creates a two subsets of comparable size)

 The ‘Validation technique‘ should be used in all machine learning or data mining approaches
 Model assessment is the process of evaluating a models performance
 Model selection is the process of selecting the proper level of flexibility for a model
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Validation Technique – Formalization & Goal – Revisited 

 Regularization & Validation
 Approach: introduce a ‘overfit penalty‘ that relates to model complexity
 Problem: Not accurate values: ‘better smooth functions‘

 Validation 
 Goal ‘estimate the out-of-sample error‘ 
 Distinct activity from training and testing

(regularization estimates 
this quantity)

(regularization uses a term that captures the overfit penalty)
(minimize both to be better proxy for Eout)

(validation estimates 
this quantity)

(establish a quantity known as validation error)

(testing also tries to estimate the Eout)

(measuring Eout is not possible as this is an unknown quantity, 
another quantity is needed that is measurable that at least estimates it)

 Validation is a very 
important technique 
to estimate the out-of-
sample performance 
of a model

 Main utility of 
regularization &  
validation is to 
control or avoid 
overfitting via model 
selection
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Validation Technique – Model Selection Process – Revisited 

(set of candidate formulas across models)

Hypothesis Set

(pick ‘best‘  bias)

(final real training
to get even better
out-of-sample)

(training)

(validate)

(final training on full set, use
the validation samples too)

(out-of-sample
w.r.t. DTrain)

(training not on
full data set)

(decides model selection)

Final Hypothesis (test this on unseen data
good, but depends on 
availability in practice)

(unbiased
estimates)

 Many different models
Use validation error to 
perform select decisions 
 Careful consideration:

 ‘Picked means decided‘
hypothesis has already
bias ( contamination)

 Using            M times

 Model selection is 
choosing (a) different types 
of models or (b) parameter 
values inside models

 Model selection takes 
advantage of the validation 
error in order to decide 
‘pick the best‘
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Validation Technique – Cross-Validation – Trick

 Goal
 Target issue ‘choosing K‘ out of N
 Issue: K needs to be small & large
 (cf. Lecture 1 feasibility of learning)

 Apply trick: repeat the number of trainings on different subsets
 Train multiple times using e.g. leave-one-out or leave-more-out

 Cross-validation the technique of choice in practical situations to perform model selection
 Different techniques exist for cross-validation such as leave-one-out, leave-more-out

Training Examples

(involved in training) (involved in validation)

(every time a data point is used for validation it is taken away from training)

(chain of reasoning so far)

K

(practice)

(conflicting requirements on K)
(idea: is 
there a 
solution

over time?)
(small K for large N – K training delivering 

good out-of-sample performance)
(large K for validation delivering 

a good estimate for out-of-sample performance)

 Cross-validation ‘trick‘ achieves to use N points for training and N points for validation (big gain!)

(validation data not given on top of training data)
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Validation Technique – Cross-Validation – Leave-one-out

 Simplest form of cross-validation
 Use N – 1 data points for training 
 Potential issue: only 1 data point for validation
 Creates a very ‘small validation‘ set, but very ‘large training‘ set

 Final hypothesis to be ‘selected‘ after training with          is 

 Apply ‘resampling‘ trick: 
Repeat for different n with 

(bad estimate for Eout)

(reduced dataset, but as training set
very close to N missing just one) (one data point left out for validation)

(not trained on 
full set & 

depends on 
point left out)

(check error on the point ‘left out‘  out-of-sample) (the hypothesis was trained not involving this point)

(validate hypothesis on that data point taken out)

(one point in validation set brings bad estimate for Eout)

(cross-validation error on validation set with N points)

(works well with increasing N)

(split data NOT 
just in two subsets 
of comparable size)
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Validation Technique – Cross-Validation Error Example

 Example: Create a linear model 
 Assuming there is noise in the target function
 Cross-validation: evaluate out-of-sample error to choose a model (later)

(the full dataset = 3 points)

(red points are validation sets in each run) (black points are training sets in each run)

(n = left point out) (n  = middle point out)

y

x

y

x
e1

y

x

e2
e3

y

x

(n  = right point out)

(simply compute average of all errors, e.g. using squared distance)

(cross-validation error as indication of how well 
‘the linear model‘ fits the data  out-of-sample)

(impact on N = small (3)
is enormous, but if N = large

average works very well)

 Cross-validation is a 
‘resampling method‘ that 
obtains more information 
than ‘fitting model once‘

 Compute cross-validation 
error is possible (via ‘in-
sample‘) & a systematic way 
for model selection
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Validation Technique – Cross-Validation & Model Selection

 Model selection: Perform a ‘decision‘
 Cross-validation: evaluate out-of-sample 

error to choose a model
 Example: Decide whether Linear Model or Constant Model is better

y

x

y

x
e1

y

x

e2
e3

y

x

(set of candidate formulas)

Hypothesis Set

(LINEAR MODEL)

(CONSTANT MODEL)

(decision support
required, 

think N huge)

y

x

y

x

e1

y

x

e2
e3

y

x

 Main utility of cross-validation is model selection supporting a decision to choose a model

(use the obtained cross-validation error for both models as a ‘grade for each model‘)
(use this ‘grade‘ and compare it for model selection, e.g. constant model wins, less squared error)

(avoiding e.g. heuristics)
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Validation Technique – Cross-Validation – K-Fold Approach

Leave-One-Out Cross-Validation (LOOCV) Example

[3] Introduction to Statistical Learning

5-fold Cross-Validation Example

pick one point for validation
resulting in possible large

sets when number of points are high

A set of data points is randomly split into
k non-overlapping groups (‘k-folds‘)

of approximately equal size

Recommendation in Practice

(split creates a two subsets of comparable size)

(random strategy, works not particularly well)

(picking strategy, works well but possible  long computing) (picking strategy, works well and reduces computing)
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Validation Technique – Cross-Validation – Leave-more-out

 Leave-one-out
 N training sessions on 

N – 1 points each time

 Leave-more-out
 Break data into number of folds 
 N/K training sessions on 

N – K points each time
 Example: ‘10-fold cross-valdation‘ with K = N/10 multiple times (N/K)

 10-fold cross validation is 
mostly applied in practical 
problems by setting K = 
N/10 for real data

 Having N/K training 
sessions on N – K points 
each leads to long 
runtimes ( use 
parallelization)

(generalization to leave k points out at each run)

(dataset)

Training Examples

Training Examples

(leave 1 point out at each run many runs)

1

K-fold

(use 1/10 for validation, use 9/10 for training, then another 1/10 … N/K times)

(fewer training sessions than above)

(involved in training now)(involved in training now)

(practice to avoid bias &
contamination: some rest for test

as ‘unseen data‘)

Training Examples
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Validation Technique – 10 fold Cross-Validation Example

modified from [3] Introduction to Statistical Learning

 10 times resampling
 Validation set with

10 x 2 comparable sizes
 ‘Random splits‘
 High variability/variance

 10-fold cross validation
 Validation set with

10-fold x 2 strategy
 No ‘random splits‘
 Lower variability/variance
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Term Support Vector Machines

 Term detailed refinement into ‘three separate techniques’
 Practice: applications mostly use the SVMs with kernel methods

 ‘Maximal margin classifier‘ 
 A simple and intuitive classifier with a ‘best‘ linear class boundary
 Requires that data is ‘linearly separable‘

 ‘Support Vector Classifier‘
 Extension to the maximal margin classifier for non-linearly seperable data
 Applied to a broader range of cases, idea of ‘allowing some error‘

 ‘Support Vector Machines‘  Using Non-Linear Kernel Methods
 Extension of the support vector classifier 
 Enables non-linear class boundaries & via kernels;

 Support Vector 
Machines (SVMs) are a 
classification technique 
developed ~1990

 SVMs perform well in 
many settings & are 
considered as one of 
the best ‘out of the box 
classifiers‘

[3] An Introduction 
to Statistical Learning
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Support Vector Classifiers – Motivation in Context Validation & Regularization

 Approach
 Generalization of the ‘maximal margin classifier‘
 Include non-seperable cases with a soft-margin (almost instead of exact)
 Being more robust w.r.t. extreme values (e.g. outliers) allowing small errors

 Support Vector Classifiers develop hyperplanes with soft-margins to achieve better performance
 Support Vector Classifiers aim to avoid being sensitive to individual observations (e.g. outliers)

(outlier) (significant reduction of 
the maximal margin)
(overfitting, cf Lecture 10:
maximal margin classifier & 
hyperplane is very sensitive 
to a change of 
a single data point)

(get most & but not all training 
data correcly classified)

[3] An Introduction to Statistical Learning
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Support Vector Classifier – Impact of Regularization with C

 Approach: Maximizing the margin
 Equivalent to minimize objective function

 Support Vector Classifier
 Same approach for solving
 Adding slacks variables
 C parameter that enables regularization (i.e. size of margin)

(maximal 
margin 
classifier)

(C large) (C small)

[3] An Introduction to Statistical Learning

(many support
vectors)

(fewer
support
Vectors:
just #8)

(C is used here
to multiply the
sum of errors
for increased 
severity, because
# errors should be 
kept small, not
a budget here)

(high fit to the data)
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Regularization Revisited & Kernel Parameter Gamma

 C = 0 (too rectrictive, potentially bad for Eout)
 No budget/costs for violations: comparable to maximal margin classifier 
 Further constraint: only works in linearly seperable cases (less in practice)

 C > 0 (flexible option, better for Eout)
 No more than C data points can 

be on the wrong side of the hyperplane
(‘how much misclassifications allowed‘)

 Reasoning: if an observation is 
on the wrong side then

 Kernel Parameter Gamma
 RBF Kernel element, example Iris Dataset [6] SVM and Parameters
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Remote Sensing Application Example using SWM – Dataset 

Lecture 9 – Performance & Tuning of Machine Learning

(non-linearly separable) dataset

[5] G. Cavallaro, M. Riedel, J.A. Benediktsson et al., Journal of Selected Topics in Applied 
Earth Observation and Remote Sensing, 2015
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Parallelization Benefit: Parallel 10-Fold Cross-Validation ‘GridSearch‘

 Example: 2 Parameters, 10-fold cross-validation 
 2 x benefits of parallelization possible in a so-called ‘gridsearch‘
 (1) Compute parallel; (2) Do all cross-validation runs in parallel (all cells)
 Evaluation between Matlab (aka ‘serial laptop‘) & parallel (80 cores)

(2) Scenario ‘pre-processed data‘, 10xCV serial: accuracy (min)

(2) Scenario ‘pre-processed data‘, 10xCV parallel: accuracy (min)

(1) First Result: best parameter set from 14.41 min to 1.02 min

(2) Second Result: all parameter sets from ~9 hours to ~35 min

‘(1) each cell inherent parallel’ ‘(2) all cells 
in parallel’

 10-fold cross-validation 
achieves parallelization 
benefits (1) in each grid cell 
and (2) across all cells

Lecture 9 – Performance & Tuning of Machine Learning

[5] G. Cavallaro, M. Riedel, J.A. Benediktsson et al., Journal of Selected Topics in Applied 
Earth Observation and Remote Sensing, 2015
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Parallelization Summary – aka ‘GridSearch‘ for Model Tuning

 Parallelization benefits are enormous for complex problems
 Enables feasibility to tackle extremely large datasets & high dimensions
 Provides functionality for a high number of classes (e.g. #k SVMs)
 Achieves a massive reduction in time  lower time-to-solution

(1) Scenario ‘unprocessed data‘, 10xCV serial: accuracy (min)

(1) Scenario ‘unprocessed data‘’10xCV parallel: accuracy (min)

First Result: best parameter set from 118.28 min to 4.09 min
Second Result: all parameter sets from ~3 days to ~2 hours

(2) Scenario ‘pre-processed data‘, 10xCV serial: accuracy (min)

(2) Scenario ‘pre-processed data‘, 10xCV parallel: accuracy (min)

First Result: best parameter set from 14.41 min to 1.02 min
Second Result: all parameter sets from ~9 hours to ~35 min

[5] G. Cavallaro, M. Riedel, J.A. Benediktsson et al., Journal of Selected Topics in Applied 
Earth Observation and Remote Sensing, 2015
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Model Performance – Validation Enables Early Stopping (1)

 Problem of overfitting
 Issue is that                  is unknown to perform ‘early stopping‘
 Apply validation = ‘perform decision to make a choice‘ based on

 Use validation error
to perform early stopping

 Validation decision brings bias
 When the estimate 

of                 affects the 
learning process decision

 Optimistic bias impact
brings accuracy higher
than in reality (cf. Associated
use case with testset)

Error

Training time

(‘generalization error‘ remains unknown)

(‘training error‘)

 overfitting occursbad generalization

apply early stopping T

(out-of-sample
w.r.t. DTrain)

(‘testing error‘ could be plotted, 
but do not for decisions)

(‘validation error‘
known & used for decisions)

(bias)
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Model Performance – Validation Enables Early Stopping (2)

 ‘Bias‘ reviewed as ‘data contamination‘
 Training set is biased and contaminated (i.e. ‘used for train model change‘)
 Test set is unbiased and clean (i.e. ‘waiting to be used in the final end‘)
 Validation set has an optimistic bias (i.s. ‘use in model selection decisions‘)

 Optimistic bias means that there is ‘a belief‘ that the error is smaller as it is actually going to be
 Optimistic bias is minor and thus accepted in learning, but perform reporting with unbiased testset
 Important in validation is that the validation set stays only ‘slightly contaminated‘ (few choices)
 In practice several validation sets can be used for n parameter choices to keep reliable estimate

(pick ‘best‘  bias) (decides model selection)

(reasoning of bias relates to the probability and
estimated value of validation errors 

since ‘one is picked‘ as the minimum of all)

(aka the long-run average value of repetitions of the experiment)

(e is a min function of Eval1, Eval2, etc.)

(cf. picking the ‘best time‘ in early stopping, also brings optimistic bias since minimum on model creation)

(‘slightly contaminated since only few choices‘)
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Problem of Overfitting – Impacts on Learning & Model Tuning

 Understanding deterministic noise & target complexity
 Increasing target complexity increases deterministic noise (at some level)
 Increasing the number of data N decreases the deterministic noise

 Finite N case:       tries to fit the noise
 Fitting the noise straightforward (e.g. Perceptron Learning Algorithm)
 Stochastic (in data) and deterministic (simple model) noise will be part of it

 Two ‘solution methods‘ for avoiding overfitting
 Regularization:  ‘Putting the brakes in learning‘, e.g. early stopping

(more theoretical, hence ‘theory of regularization‘)
 Validation: ‘Checking the bottom line‘, e.g. other hints for out-of-sample

(more practical, methods on data that provides ‘hints‘)

 The higher the degree of the polynomial (cf. model complexity), the more degrees of freedom are 
existing and thus the more capacity exists to overfit the training data 
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Regularization – Two Approaches

 Used in almost every machine learning situation 
 Two approaches to regularization: mathematics & heuristics

 Mathematics (from ill-posed problems in function approximation)
 Goal: approximate a function
 ‘Ill-posed Problem‘: there are many functions that fit this function
 Approach: Impose ‘smoothness constraints‘ to solve the problem
 Learning practice: assumptions in mathematical approach not realistic
 Solution: use mathematical approach intuitively to create ‘rules of thumb‘

 Heuristics
 Handy-capping the minimization of the in-sample-error
 Idea of ‘putting the brakes‘ – partly based on mathematics 
 Not a random process and oriented towards preventing overfitting

 Regularization creates simpler 
models & thus in-line with 
‘Occams Razor‘ (simple model 
better)
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Regularization – Key Principle ‘Do not take data too serious‘

 Initial setup  Rather memorizing (not learning to generalize)
 Considered as ‘free fit‘ – ‘fit as far as the model can do‘
 E.g. use 4th order polynomial model and fit the 5 data points (cf. Figure A)

 ‘Putting the brakes‘ regularization to avoid overfitting
 Apply a ‘restrained fit‘ – ‘preventing to fit the data perfectly‘
 E.g. use 4th order polynomial model but use ‘minimal brakes‘ (cf. Figure B)

(target)

(free fit)

(noise)

Figure A

(target)

(restrained fit)

(noise)

Figure B

(not getting 
all the

points right,
but much 
better fit)

‘apply
regularization’

(equivalent meaning of explicitly forbidding some of the hypothesis to be considered in learning)
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Regularization – Regularization Example & Impact

 Example: Minimize

(target)
(free fit λ = 0)

(target)

 Choice of λ is extremely 
critical and can lead with 
high values to underfitting 
(as bad as overfitting)

 Choice of type of 
regularizers is heuristic, 
but choice of λ will be 
extremely principled 
(validation)

(λ = 0.0001)‘apply little
regularization’

‘apply more
regularization’

(target)
(λ = 0.01)

‘apply too 
much 

regularization’

(target)
(λ = 1)

(overfitting)

(underfitting)

(good generalization & fit)

(poorer generalization & fit)

(penalizing models with 
extreme parameter values)

(regularization
coefficient λ

controls tradeoff: 
how much it 
is important

to fit the data 
well vs. simple

hypothesis)
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Regularizer Methods – Early Stopping & Big Data 

 Idea: regularization through the optimizer 
 Apply early stopping algorithm 

as part of the ‘training time‘
 Based on practical validation methods
 Point in time to stop will

be choosen by validation Error

Training time

(‘generalization error‘)

(‘training error‘)

(‘early stopping‘)

model
complexity Big data has a bigger dataset N and more 

likely also ‘more stochastic noise‘ 
 Preventing overfitting with big data tends to 

require stricter regularization
 Early stopping offers a pragmatic way for big 

data to prevent overfitting
 Given large quantities of dataset N, the 

training time is massively reduced too
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Regularization Methods – Choosing Guidelines

 Selected ‘rules of thumb‘
 Choosing constraints with

‘weight growth‘ gives terrible results
 Choosing constraints towards

‘smoother hypothesis‘ gives good results

 Reasoning noise is not smooth
 Stochastic noise  ‘high frequency‘
 Determinisic noise  ‘non-smooth‘
 Smaller weights correspond to

smoother hypothesis

 Choosing a regularizer in learning from data is a must have & leads to better generalization
 Choosing not a regularizer will definitely lead to overfitting the data in practical situations

(‘weight 
growth‘)

(‘weight decay‘)

 The rule of thumb 
in regularization is 
to constrain the 
learning with 
smoother/simpler 
hypothesis

 Regularization 
forbids some 
hypothesis & thus 
reduces the VC 
dimension: 
improving 
generalization

(‘using regularization parameter λ
in a smart way leads to a better
proxy for Eout than just Ein thus

to beter generalization)

(no regularizer)

(harmful regularization space)

(helpful regularization space)

(‘hectic dog & calm man have a walk‘ analogy)
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Model Tuning in Neural Networks: ANN 2 Hidden - 1/5 Validation Splits

 If there is enough data available one rule of thumb is to 
take 1/5 (0.2) 20%  of the datasets for validation only 

 Validation data is used to perform model selection (i.e. 
parameter / topology decisions)

 The validation split parameter enables an easy 
validation approach during the model training 
(aka fit)

 Expectations should be a higher accuracy for 
unseen data since training data is less biased 
when using validation for model decisions (check 
statistical learning theory)

 VALIDATION_SPLIT: Float between 0 and 1
 Fraction of the training data to be used as 

validation data
 The model fit process will set apart this fraction of 

the training data and will not train on it
 Intead it will evaluate the loss and any model 

metrics on the validation data at the end of each 
epoch. 
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Model Tuning in Neural Networks: ANN 2 Hidden – DropOut Regularization

 A Dropout() regularizer randomly drops 
with ist dropout probability some of the 
values propagated inside the Dense 
network hidden layers improving 
accuracy again

 Our standard model is already modified in 
the python script but needs to set the 
DROPOUT rate

 A Dropout() regularizer randomly drops 
with ist dropout probability some of the 
values propagated inside the Dense 
network hidden layers improving 
accuracy again
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Other Model Tunings with Evolutionary Algorithms

 Particle Swarm Optimization (PSO)
 Optimizes a problem by iteratively trying to improve

a candidate solution w.r.t. given measure of quality
 Tools support sometimes limited 
 More efficient than multi-dimensional ‘gridsearch‘ since

this becomes with multi-dimensional increase compute-intensive

Lecture 9 – Performance & Tuning of Machine Learning

 Basic idea of Particle Swarm Optimization (PSO) is in having a population (swarm) of 
candidate solutions (called particles)

 The particles are moved around in the search-space according to a few simple formulae
 Movements of particles are guided by their own best konwn position in the search-space
 Movements of particles also guided by the entire swarm‘s best known position
 When improved positions are being discovered these will then come to guide the 

movements of the swarm
 Process is repeated and by doing to (not guaranteed) finds a better satisfactory solution

[7] Particle Swarm Optimization
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[Video] Summary Data Contamination & Validation & Regularization

[4] YouTube Video, Machine Learning : Model Selection & Cross Validation
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(Semi-)Automated Machine Learning & Architecture Tuning
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Motivation for Automated Model Tuning: Parallel & Scalable DBSCAN

[8] M. Goetz and M. Riedel et al, Proceedings IEEE 
Supercomputing  Conference, 2015

 Find right set of 2 parameters for application
 1 Parameter: Minimum number of points
 2 Parameter: Epsilon Neighbourhood
 Needs already HPC to be efficient in searching the 

right set of parameters, e.g. gridsearch, particle 
swarm optimization (evolutionary algorithm)
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Motivation for Automated Model Tuning: Parallel & Scalable SVM

[16] M. Goetz and M. Riedel et al., Journal of Transactions on Parallel 
and Distributed Systems, 2018 [5] G. Cavallaro and M. Riedel et al., Journal of Selected Topics in Applied 

Earth Observation and Remote Sensing, 2015

Scenario ‘pre-processed data‘, 10xCV serial: accuracy (min)

Scenario ‘pre-processed data‘, 10xCV parallel: accuracy (min)

First Result: best parameter set from 14.41 min to 1.02 min
Second Result: all parameter sets from ~9 hours to ~35 min

 Find right set of 2 parameters for application
 1 Parameter: RBF Parameter Gamma
 2 Parameter: Cost of Error allowed for soft margin
 Needs already HPC to be efficient in searching the right set 

of parameters, e.g. gridsearch using partly also community 
experience in applications
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Motivation for Automated Model Tuning: CNN Deep Learning

Lecture 9 – Performance & Tuning of Machine Learning

[10] J. Lange and M. Riedel et al., 
IGARSS Conference, 2018

 Find right set of hyper-parameters and the right neural 
network architecture is a manual time-consuming and 
error-prone process

 Needs urgently HPC, but a systematic and automated way 
is required as trying out all options of hyper-parameters 
and architectures is computationally infeasible

 What is the right optimization method?

 How many convolutional layers we need?

 How many neurons in dense layers?

 What is the right filter size?

 How do we train best?

 Using Convolutional Neural Networks (CNNs)
with hyperspectral remote sensing image data

 Find Hyperparameters & joint ‘new-old‘ modeling & 
transfer learning given rare labeled/annotated data in 
science (e.g. 36,000 vs. 14,197,122 images ImageNet)
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Motivation for Automated Model Tuning: Autoencoder Deep Learning

Lecture 9 – Performance & Tuning of Machine Learning

[11] J. Haut, G. Cavallaro and M. Riedel et al.,
IEEE Transactions on Geoscience and Remote Sensing, 2019

[12] Apache Spark Web page

 Find right set of hyper-parameters and the right neural 
network architecture for autoencoder is a manual time-
consuming and error-prone process

 Needs urgently HPC, but a systematic and automated way 
is required as trying out all options of hyper-parameters 
and architectures is computationally infeasible

 As resolutions of sensors becomes better and more data is 
available it is likely that the learning model will be 
increasingly complex in the future that in turn raises 
demands for automated architecture search and meta-
learning approaches
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Neural Architecture Search (NAS) – Overview 

Lecture 9 – Performance & Tuning of Machine Learning

Search Space
Search Strategy

Performance
Estimation

Strategy

Architecture

performance estimate of A

[14] T. Elsken et al., Neural Architecture Search: A 
Survey, Journal of Machine Learning Research, 2019

 Employed neural networks architectures are often developed manually by human experts that is time-consuming and error-prone
 Deep learning success has been accompanied by a rising demand for architecture engineering, where increasingly more complex neural architectures are 

designed manually
 Neural Architecture Search (NAS) methods can be categorized in (a) search space, (b) search strategy, and (c) performance estimation strategy
 Automated Neural Architecture (NAS) search methods aim to solve this problem as a process of automating Architecture engineering

[13] Neural Architecture Search Research
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NAS – Understanding Search Space & Using Prior Knowledge Example

Search Space
Search Strategy

Performance
Estimation

Strategy

Architecture

performance estimate of A

[14] T. Elsken et al., Neural Architecture Search: A Survey, Journal of Machine Learning Research, 2019

 Search space defines which neural network architectures can be represented in principle
 Reduce the size of the search space to simplify the search by incorporating prior knowledge about typical properties of architectures 
 Be aware that using prior knowledge also might introduce a human bias thus preventing finding novel neural network architectures

(using prior knowledge  typical property 
of neural network architecture for image analysis)

(using prior knowledge  are these useful?)
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NAS - Understanding the Search Space & Common Search Space for CNNs
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Search Space

[14] T. Elsken et al., Neural Architecture Search: 
A Survey, Journal of Machine Learning Research, 2019

 Each node in the graphs corresponds to a layer in a convolutional 
neural network (CNN), e.g. convolutional or pooling layer

 Different layer types are visualized by different colors
 Example Architecture A1: Element of a chain-structured space
 Example Architecture A2: element of a more complex search space with 

additional layer types and multiple branches and skip connections

(using prior knowledge  e.g. here no time series)

A1 A2?
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NAS - Understanding Layer Parameters & Complexity in Setting Parameter Values
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[15] B. Baker et al., ‘Designing Neural Network Architectures using Reinforcement Learning’, 2017
[14] T. Elsken et al., Neural Architecture Search: 
A Survey, Journal of Machine Learning Research, 2019

?

?
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NAS - Understanding the Search Space & Cells instead of whole Architectures
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Search Space

[14] T. Elsken et al., Neural Architecture Search: 
A Survey, Journal of Machine Learning Research, 2019

 Example illustrations of the cell search space with 
two different cells (not whole neural network 
architectures)  many design choices for the 
overall ‘macro architecture’ of the network

 Approach: a whole neural network architecture 
can be built by stacking the cells sequentially

 Complex approach: Cells can also be combined in 
a more complex approach: e.g., in multi-branch 
spaces by simply replacing layers

re-use cell x ?

 Simplicity: Search space is drastically reduced 
(less layers  ~ 7 x speed-up vs. full 
architectures
in some recent work examples)

 Reusability: Architectures built from cells can 
more easily be transferred or adapted to other 
datasets

 Repitition: Creating architectures by repeating 
building blocks has proven a useful design (e.g. 
CNN with N x convolution, pooling layers, etc. )
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NAS - Computational Complexity & Number of Parameters of Architectures
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[16] B. Zoph et al., ‘InstaNAS: Instance-aware Neural Architecture Search’, 2018

 Further complexity in choosing 
HPC system features (e.g. 
Network Attached Memory, 
parallel file-systems, etc.)

 Computing Impact in various 
GPU architectures like Kepler, 
Pascal, Volta
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NAS - Understanding the Search Strategy
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Search Space
Search Strategy

Performance
Estimation

Strategy

Architecture

performance estimate of A

 Search strategy details how to explore the search 
space (which is often exponentially large or even 
unbounded)

 (a) it is desirable to find well-performing 
architectures quickly

 (b) premature convergence to a region of suboptimal 
architectures should be avoided

 Search strategy encompasses the classical 
exploration-exploitation trade-off: (a) vs (b)

[14] T. Elsken et al., Neural Architecture Search: 
A Survey, Journal of Machine Learning Research, 2019

(different search strategies to explore the space of neural network architectures in addition to random search)

Reinforcement Learning Gradient-Based Methods

Bayesian Optimization Evolutionary Methods

 Generation of an architecture can
be considered as agent‘s action
with space identical with neural
architecture search space and rewards are 
used to guide the process

 Optimize network weights & architecture 
by alternating gradient descent steps on 
training data for weights & validation data 
for architectural parameters

 Central idea of Bayesian optimization is to 
build a neural network architecture that 
can be updated and queried to drive 
optimization decisions, also assuming e.g. 
distributions (i.e., priors)

 Evolve a population of neural 
architecutres & in every evolution step a 
model from the population is sampled 
and serves as parent to generate 
offsprings & mutations
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Learning Approaches – Reinforcement Learning – Revisited (cf. Lecture 8)

 Each observation of the predictor measurement(s)
has some associated response measurement:
 Input
 Some output & grade of the output
 Data

 Goal: Learn through iterations
 Guided by output grade: check learning and compare with grade

 Challenge:
 Iterations may require lots of CPU time (e.g. backgammon playing rounds to learn ‘experience‘)
 Often requires specific toolkits and (‘not commonly‘) installed environments (e.g. OpenAI Gym) 

 Reinforcement learning approaches learn through iterations using the grading output as guide
 Reinforcement learning approaches are used in playing game algorithms (e.g backgammon)
 Unupervised learning works with data = [input, some output, grade for this output]

[17] An Introduction to Statistical Learning

[18] OpenAI Gym 
Toolkit
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NAS – Using Recurrent Neural Networks (RNNs) – Understanding Controllers 
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[16] B. Zoph et al., ‘Neural Architecture Search with Reinforcement Learning’, 2017

 Recurrent Neural Networks (RNNs) can handle sequence data
 Idea: CNNs are essentially a sequence of layers
 Controller (RNN) generete hyper-parameters as a sequence
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NAS - Using Reinforcement Learning Techniques & Neural Architectures 
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[16] B. Zoph et al., ‘Neural Architecture Search with Reinforcement Learning’, 2017

(different optimizers needs to be considered too)
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NAS – Using Reinforcement Learning Techniques – Understanding Agents

 Generation of an architecture can be considered as agent‘s 
action with space identical with neural architecture search 
space and rewards are used to guide the process

(perform distributed training of NAS)
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[15] B. Baker et al., ‘Designing Neural Network Architectures using Reinforcement Learning’, 2017
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NAS - Using Reinforcement Learning Techniques – Distributed Training
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[16] B. Zoph et al., ‘Neural Architecture Search with Reinforcement Learning’, 2017

 Distributed training for Neural Architecture Search can use a set of S parameter servers
 Parameter servers store and send parameters to K controller replicas
 Each controller replica then samples m architectures and run the multiple child models in parallel
 Accuracy of each child model is recorded to compute the gradients with respect to parameters
 In turn sent back to the parameter servers

(each controller replica
then samples m architectures)
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Instance-Aware NAS Approach – Using Multiple Neural Networks
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[19] A.C. Cheng et al., ‘InstaNAS: Instance-aware Neural Architecture Search’, 2018

 Often a Recurrent 
Neural Network 
(RNN) technique 
that performs the 
agent steps

 Derived specific 
architectures that 
perform good for 
specific dataset 
samples

 E.g. what is the accuracy or 
error rate we obtain as 
metric to guide the search 
for specific architectures for 
specific dataset samples

 E.g. what is the latency 
of the network for a 
given dataset sample to 
guide the search for 
specific architectures 
that offer better latency 
by keeping accuracy(!)
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NAS - Understanding the Performance Estimation Strategy 

Search Space
Search Strategy

Performance
Estimation

Strategy

Architecture

performance estimate of A

 Objective of neural architecture search is typically to find architectures that achieve high predictive performance on unseen data
 Performance Estimation refers to the process of estimating this performance and the usefulness of the architecture that has been ‘found/explored’
 Simplest option: perform a standard training and validation of the architecture on data  unfortunately computationally expensive (even with HPC!)
 Simplest option thus limits the number of neural network architectures that can be explored or apply a number of speed-up methods

[14] T. Elsken et al., Neural Architecture Search: A Survey, Journal of Machine Learning Research, 2019

(recent research focuses on developing methods that
reduce the cost of these performance estimations)

(accuracy? error-rate? 
latency?)
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NAS – Summary and Outlook as new Vibrant Research Field

 High Performance Computing & Machine Learning more intertwined today
 GPUs can significantly speed-up the training of machine and deep learning models
 Recent Deep Learning models have tremendous success in many application areas
 Pro: Manual feature engineering processes is often automated using automated feature learning
 Contra: Employed neural network architectures are still often developed manually by human experts
 Lessons learned: Manual time-consuming and error-prone process shifted to architecture engineering
 Automated Neural Architecture Search
 Need since there is a growing number of fine-tuned architectures with a high number of hyper-parameters
 Approaches differ in (a) search space, (b) search strategy, and (c) performance estimation strategy
 Reinforcement Learning for NAS is just one of the 

possible search strategies, but a promising technique
 Overlaps with meta-learning and hyper-parameter 

optimization approaches and subfield of AutoML

 The Juelich Supercomputing Centre (JSC) has started 
to create an environment for NAS and will support 
this research as part of the Helmholtz AI initiative –
open to all researchers interested!
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Trainings at Juelich Supercomputing Centre & Helmholtz AI – NAS/ML/DL/HPC

[24] M. Riedel, ‘Introduction to Machine Learning Algorithms‘, 
Invited YouTube Lecture, six lectures, University of Ghent, 2017

[25] M. Riedel, ‘Deep Learning - Using a Convolutional Neural Network‘, 
Invited YouTube Lecture, six lectures, University of Ghent, 2017

[21] M. Riedel, ‘Cloud Computing & Big Data – Parallel 
& Scalable Machine Learning & Deep Learning‘, 2018

[22] M. Riedel, ‘High Performance Computing –
Advanced Scientific Computing‘, 2019

[23] M. Riedel et al., ‘DEEP-EST Tutorial: 
Introduction to Deep Learning’, 2018
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General Setup

@Munich

Central;
4,0

Locals; 
4,4

Projects; 
2,7

Overall Helmholtz AI funding (M€/year)

▪ Helmholtz AI Central
▪ 5 research groups for

applied fundamental research
▪ Knowledge transfer through High Level Support 

Team (HLST)
▪ Reach a critical mass and international visibility

▪ Helmholtz AI Locals at 5 Helmholtz Centers
▪ Helmholtz AI Young Investigator 

Groups + HLSTs
▪ Domain specific research and translation of 

expertise into the domain
▪ Collaborative Projects of different size
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[26] Helmholtz AI Webpage



[Video] Improving Model Performance in Neural Networks

[20] YouTube Video, Neural Networks - Improving your model performance
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